On the nature of growth and new growth based on experiments designed to reveal a structure and function for laboratory space. Part III. Vorticeal behaviour. Dielectrics and matter responsiveness to fields. The primacy of pressure.
This final paper in a series of three continues the discussion on experiments reported in the first which suggested a structure and function for laboratory space. The discussion is grouped under three heads. First a continuation of the discussion of vorticeal properties emphasises the ubiquity of non-observable vorticeal streets (filaments) at site of growth be this biological or hydrodynamic. Vorticeal patterns in pairs of streets can lead to stable or unstable behaviour. Stability of the pattern may underlie that filament subtending new growth in contrast to the instability leading to differentiation in growth manifest from unstable filaments. Rational treatment of the former would suggest exhibition of instability and this may underlie regimes as disparate as Lakhovsky's non-linear oscillators, Coley's bacterial digests and interferon used for cancer therapy. Secondly, study of dielectric properties of biomatter could be used to support the generalisation reached from vorticeal behaviour that the most ordered matter (high permittivity) is associated with growth and embryonic properties and the least ordered with differentiation and maturity. Finally those experiments are referred which showed a concurrence of atmospheric pressure and electrical effects at the remote site during action at a distance. Reasons making use of quantum field theory tenets are advanced for viewing pressure as a primary and the electrical effects as a secondary response to pressure in the non observable world.